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Saturday, June 19 was truly a Super Saturday. The sky was clear blue and sunny, and
22-3 there was a gentle breeze as the cars pulled
into MBUSA Headquarters in Montvale, NJ
34
and began to line up for the 41st Annual
4-55
NNJS June Jamboree. One magnificent Mercedes after another pulled into the registra66
tion area where the driver alighted and proceeded to register and then set off to find the
67
assigned space for the beauty. As the partici78
pants put the final detailing touches on their
810 vehicles before the judging began, one could
hear the ooohs and aaahs of admiration from
11
11 the other participants.
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fit, finish, and bodywork - Sy Jacobowitz
Frank Chabala, and Ralph Esposito.
We also had some very special visitors this
year including Robby Ackerman, our Regional Director, and MBCA National Club
President Richard Simonds. It was quite an
honor to have them attend our Jamboree.

Princeton Auto Show Photos - May 16

Maryalice Ritzmann graciously provided us
with some Classic Mercedes for us to admire. She had a replica of Three Wheeler
brought out and we were able to sit in it and
have our photos taken. Some of us were even
lucky enough to go for a ride in the vehicle.
There was also a Smart Car. There was a
1971 280SE 3.5 cabriolet, a 2004 silver SLK
350 among other examples of fine Mercedes
Benz craftsmanship on display for our viewing pleasure.

Daimler-Chrysler (NYSE:DCX)
42.26

MBCA President Richard Simonds

Thanks to Maryalice Ritzmann and MBUSA
for a delicious lunch, and to the food service
staff who did an outstanding job of cooking
and providing us with goodies throughout the
day. We also thank the following for donating
door prizes for the June Jamboree: Maryalice
Ritzmann and MBUSA; Mercedes-Benz Morristown, Reid Smith from INTERCAR, Prestige Motors, and Peter Scherr from Globe Motor Car. Without their generous donations, we
would not be able to have the wonderful door
prizes that our members win at the Jamboree.

The judges did a great job of examining each
of the Concours vehicles and scoring each
car. Ed Jahn, our Head Judge, coordinated
the judging and oversaw the teams as they
diligently worked examining and scoring
each vehicle. Ed was assisted by Sean Conner and by Fred Perry, our statistician. The
teams were broken down according to sec- The trophies were magnificent pieces of
tions. Section 1 Interior, upholstery, trunk, craftsmanship. Best of Show was an etched
hard top, soft top - Joe Mignon, Alan Sny- crystal vase. The Popular Vote trophies were
der, and Kenny Spingarn; Section 2 Chrome, engraved optical glass horizontal rectangular
(Continued on page 4)
plastic, rubber, glass, lights, trim, - Harrison
Platz, Ed Longosz, and Bob Wegner; Section
3 Engine Compartment -Bob
Read your STAR TRACKS 2004 online:
Platz, Nick Ford, and Joe Crishttp://www.mbca.org/northern_new_jersey/NNJMBCA.html
tiano; Section 4 Exterior paint,
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE...
It was so wonderful to see so many people at the June Jamboree this year. It is very heartwarming to see members
from our section and other sections enjoying themselves while participating in club events. You may wish to take
the opportunity to check the MBCA web site and see what some of the other nearby sections have to offer. South
Jersey is not that far away and they also do wonderful events. Other members of our section and Joe and I have
been able to avail ourselves of participating in the activities of South Jersey, Sea Level, GWS, Delaware Valley,
Hudson-Mohawk, Conn/Westchester, Northeastern PA, Granite State, and other sections and we have always had a
good time. We have also met some fantastic people at other sections' events and been able to form wonderful and log-lasting
friendships. I look forward to seeing more and more people participating in upcoming events.
Sincerely, Valerie
vjcristiano@msn.com

EDITOR’S COMMENT
Dear NNJS StarFolks: This is most defintitely the most glorious heart of your summer season days, but I do detect
an early Fall. For those of us who live in the country, not only can I tell from the sounds of the seasonal cicada
chatter, but just today, barely one week into August, the robust sugar maples on a nearby farm are already tinged
with faint shades of crimson. My best advice is to get out in force and make the most of the waning days of Summer 2004 before it fades away! Drop the top, put the pedal to the metal, and take your Star car out for a spin.
McDonald's in Florham Park, NJ offers Cruise Night every clear weather Monday evening until darkness with a
live DJ and hamburgers that runs till Labor Day; perhaps you know of other such activities. I am also encouraged
by the generous submission of Member articles which you will enjoy reading in this issue and urge you all to keep
the passion that makes Mercedes-Benz a most stellar marque alive with your input. Until next time, cheers!
Ellen D. Ruck "190-Girl , The Star Cruiser." eruck@kirkland.com
STAR TRACKS 2004
The bi-monthly publication of the MBCA-NNJS.
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TO FALKENHORST:
The picnic location is 41 Moore’s Mill – Mount Rose
Road, Hopewell, New Jersey.
If you get lost – John Bleimaier’s phone is
(609) 466-1718.

We want to thank the New Jersey Mercedes-Benz
Dealers who generously contributed gifts for the
door prizes at June Jamboree. In recognition of
this, their ads will be in the next edition of Star
Tracks.
We regret we ran out of space in this issue. -edr

WWW.GRIOTSGARAGE.COM
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Annual Mid-Atlantic Picnic – Saturday 18th September 2004
NNJS FIFTH ANNUAL SILENT AUCTION
The Mid-Atlantic Regional Picnic, jointly hosted by NNJS and SJS, will be held on Saturday, September 18, 2004. John Bleimaier has once again opened the grounds and house of his country estate, Falkenhorst, for our picnic, popular vote car show,
charity auction, and mini autocross. Falkenhorst is located in beautiful Hopewell, New Jersey. (See map / directions on page 2)
All members are invited to attend to mix and mingle with members of other sections, to admire the beautifully crafted vehicles on
display, to partake of delectable edibles, and to help raise money for charity.
The Southern New Jersey Section will be providing the water, ice, and soft drinks. The Northern New Jersey Section will be providing hamburgers, hot dogs, and more. We are asking the attending members to bring an appetizer, salad, side dish, or desert to
share with others. Anyone who has attended in the past will surely be able to tell you that there are some incredible cooks among
our members and we are eagerly anticipating more mouthwatering displays of culinary expertise again this year. Reminder: you
may wish to bring along chairs or blankets.
There will also be a silent auction in order to raise money for charity. We encourage you to donate an item to be auctioned off to
the highest bidder. The items can be something you received as a gift and don’t like or won’t use, car related items, or even
homemade treasures (remember- we have some wonderful cooks out there). All items must be in excellent condition. No white
elephants – please. Use your imagination as the items can be large or small; it is up to you. You do not need to bring an item for
the silent auction however, your donation will be greatly appreciated.
There will also be a Popular Vote Car Show. There will be five different categories again this year – Old Sedan, New Sedan, Old
Sport, New Sport, Antique/Classic. Just give the baby a bath, a polish, and enter it in the contest. You will be glad you did.
Jersey Lawn Sprints will be held again this year after lunch. We will break out the orange cones and set up a course for all of you
adventuresome drivers. This is your chance to try your racing skills behind the wheel of your own Mercedes.
We will begin serving the hot food at 1 PM, so please plan to arrive at Falkenhorst between 11:30 and 12:00 noon so that we may
have all the cars registered and in place before lunch is served.

Falkenhorst Mid-Atlantic Picnic Saturday 18 September, 2004
Please Register by 11 September 2004
Number Attending: _____

Email Address: _________________________________

Name(s) of Attending: _____________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________Phone: __________________
Mercedes: Year(s) & Model(s) _____________________________________
I will bring ___ Main Dish ____ Salad _____ Dessert _____
Send Form to:

Lucille Chabala, 6 Brook Way, West Orange, NJ 07052

MARYLAND STATE FAIRGROUNDS OKTOBERFEST
Last year over 20 cars participated in an overnight weekend trip to the Maryland State Brewer's Oktoberfest at the fairgrounds in
Timonium. This year it will be held October 16-17th at the same location. We were invited to put on a display of our Garden
State Show Cars once again, but due to the large amount of planning efforts and work involved in such an expedition, the NNJS
Officers will only undertake this mission if we get a minimum of 15 cars to attend this event. For a small fee, we were able to
provide Members with a fabulous in-room Welcome Cocktail Party with a Halloween flair, boxed lunches at the event, 2 dinners,
and an awesome Autumn Goody Sack. The economical Econo Lodge several miles away was our Star HQ and perfectly acceptable for budget travelers. At the show, multiple beer brewers gave free tastings, vendors sold creative merchandise, a live band
played on stage, games, and other entertainment filled the packed Fairgrounds.
Visit the website at www.mdoktoberfest.com for photos and information. Please call or email Ellen for commitments to activate
- EDR
a confirmed interest group, or we will not undertake this event, as its success depends upon your participation!
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(Continued from page 1)

prisms. The Concours trophies were blue glass plates
with stands. Concours and Popular Vote trophies were
etched with the MBCA logo with first place done in
gold, second place in silver, and third place in bronze.
The Judges Choice trophy was an optical glass cube
also etched with the MBCA logo. The contest results
are listed with votes or points earned.

Class 8
1st Ellen D. Ruck
1988 190E 2.6 - 369.0

Class 9
1st Burgess Berlin 1978 450SEL- 374.4
2nd Joe Cristiano 1973 450SE - 342.5
3rd Ed/Otto Jahn 1983 300SD - 321.3

Popular Vote Sedan
1st Sean Conner 1991 420SEL - 8 votes
2nd Larry Taylor 1993 400SE - 7 votes
3rd Nick Ford 1986 420SEL - 6 votes
Class 10
1st Joe Mignon
1995 E300D - 350.1
2nd Valerie Cristiano 1989 560SEC - 331.9
1991 300SE - 305.4
3rd Alan Snyder
Popular Vote Sport
1st Ralph Esposito 1976 450SL - 10 votes
2nd David Veith 1990 560SEC - 9 votes
3rd Dave Lamoreaux 1968 280SL - 8 votes

Concours Judging

Class 11 & Class 14
1st Valery Moskin
1994 S500 - 372.0
2nd Eckart Scheffler
1997 600SL - 370.0
Class 12 & Class 13
1st Dean Nichols ‘02 C230K - 386.9
2nd Ignatius Wiratunga‘01 E430 - 385.5
3rd Ed Longosz ‘02 E320 - 304.65
Class 15
1st Larry Frankel 1971 280SL -365.0
2nd Alvin Martz 1967 250SL - 330.9
3rd Lewis Eig 1966 230SL - 300.0

Best in Show
Bob Platz
1970 280SL
391.6 pts

Class 16
1st Fred Perry
1989 560SL- 383.7
2nd Loni Spingarn
1980 450SL-373.6
3rd Tom Elder
1986 560SL - 366.27

Class 2
1st Stephen Wein
1958 220S Conv - 367.1
2nd Hans Karl 1957
220S Conv - 355.0
Class 4
1st Eckart Scheffler
1957 300SL - 392.0
2nd Mel Weiss
1957 300SL - 380.2
3rd Julie Levine/
Steve Rose
1963 190SL -356.0

Jun e
JamClass 6
1st Keith Morgan
1967 300SEL - 378.6
2nd Billy Torelli
1972 280SEL - 296.1
3rd Laetitia/Alexis deSeze
1972 280SE 4.5 - 291.1

Judges Trophy
Faith Griffin/
Sandy Lenhart
1971 280SE conv - 363.3

boree provided a wonderful day for all of the attendees. There was something for everyone. One was able to spend the day strolling around and
admiring the marvelous Mercedes Benz beauties, sit and chat with
friends, take photographs of the cars, even the children had activities
designed especially for them. Under the direction of Kris Conner, the
younger set made various crafts from foam, including Uncle Sam
wreathes, frog thermometer holders, and red, white, and blue visors.
- Valerie Cristiano
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Germanic Automobile Nomenclature
or Rear End Identification
by Doug Ochwat
How’s that for an interesting title on how the German
automobile manufacturers identify their models? I’ll do
my best to explain how two of the major German manufacturers choose to identify their vehicles. I call it Rear
End Identification.
To start, I’m bypassing the specific methods used for
VW, Audi and Porsche although they do use rear end
ID’s, and get right to Mercedes’ major competitor,
BMW. For whatever reason BMW chooses to place
their identification on the rear passenger side of their
vehicles. First the body series of the vehicle i.e. 3, 5, 7,
then the cc’s 25, 30, 40, and ending with a letter or letters; i, e, x. Therefore a BMW 325ix is a 3 series body,
with a 2.5 (2500 cc) engine, that is fuel injected (i), and
all wheel drive (x). There are additional series, cc’s,
and special letter identifications but you get the idea.
Their high performance models are simply M3, M5, etc.
My favorite marque, and I know yours, chooses the rear
driver’s side of the vehicle for primary identification
and sometimes the passenger side for additional details
on the running gear and mechanicals. The ID of all ID
systems!
Let me address the driver’s side first. The current system for identification was adopted about 10 years ago.
It would take a great many additional words to describe
the identification system used prior to 1994/1995.
Since that time, Mercedes Benz driver’s side ID’s look
like this; E430, SLK 230, SL 500, etc. The letter or
letters refer to the body or class of the vehicle. The
three digit number references the cc’s; 320=3200cc’s,
500=5000 cc’s or 5 liters of displacement. Therefore an
E430 is an E Class (midsize) with a 4300cc engine. All
AMG vehicles use only two digits; E55 is an E Class
with a 5.5 liter engine but all AMG vehicles also use a
passenger side identification; which is simply AMG.
This lets you know it’s a very serious car in terms of
performance.
Most of my favorite Mercedes include passenger side
identification (PSI). Nora and I have now had eight
different Mercedes and all but our first one included a
PSI. Those PSI’s have included TurboDiesel, 4-Matic,
2.5 16V, and Kompressor and they’ve all been very
special cars. We’ve yet to have one badged AMG, but
who knows what the future may hold. Of the eight
we’ve had, three had manual transmissions but that is
one mechanical feature that doesn’t generally get
PSI’d. I don’t know all of the reasons that Mercedes
has for their elaborate identification system, but I do
know that I really appreciate it, especially the passenger
side identification. It also goes great with the personalized names that we have “tattooed” on all of our Starships.
One hundred and eighteen years and counting.

Miller’s Inc. has a California Location also:
Miller's West 800-338-7787
17420 Mt. Herrmann, Unit I Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Local 714-557-0115 or 24 Hr. Fax 714-557-0155
Open Monday – Friday 8:00am to 5:00pm PST

MBCA WOMEN'S FORUM
Robby Ackerman has appointed Valerie Cristiano and Ellen
Ruck as Moderators of the all new MBCA Women's Forum on
line. You can access this site by visiting www.mbca.org, then
click on "Benefits", then “MBCA Club Forums”, and drop
down to "For Women Only".
Here ladies of the Star may enter a comfortable zone designed
for their attention only to discuss ideas, exchange information,
ask questions, foster communication, and other friendly venues. So far it's been very quiet out there with only one response from a woman mechanic who strives to broaden other
women's interest under the hood, but we both urge you to log
on and make yourselves heard---even if only to send general
greetings and let us know you're out there! We look forward to
hearing from you soon on our special home page.
-edr
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HIGH GEAR
At last the truth can be told. It was all an academic exercise.
Professors and students have long created computer models in
order to test various academic theories. They have engineered
simulations which seek to predict the behavior of international
leaders in time of crisis. Paradigms have been concocted to
study the subtleties of mating and sexual behavior. Elaborate
marketing research studies attempt to foretell consumer reactions. Alas, to the never ending dismay of academe, almost all
of these experiments are never fully carried out with real world,
flesh and blood subjects, long term, in a completely natural environment. It is simply impossible to secure the cooperation of
the responsible parties in order to pull off a real societal experiment.
Enter the marketing department at DaimlerChrysler and their
colleagues in the German academic community. Mercedes has
long been known for a certain high handed attitude toward the
purchasers of its fine products. In the '60s of the last century
Mercedes used to advertise that they never conducted market
research in order to determine automobile buyer preferences.
Stuttgart engineers simply built the car which they determined
to be the best for the public. Similarly, for years MBUSA decided to sell only automatic transmission cars in the US market
because it was believed that American drivers were simply not
good enough to be trusted with a manual gearbox.
Back in 2001 a group of German business scholars approached
the powers-that-be in the DaimlerChrysler marketing organization with a proposal. For decades economists and marketing
experts have debated the theoretical questions surrounding price
sensitivity in the automobile industry. Various models have
projected that there is a direct relationship between car prices
and the volume of auto sales. The lower the price, the higher the
sales. Others have hypothesized that at the high end of the automobile market there is an irrational trend which dictates that
increased price results in increased demand. While professors
have argued, auto industry decision makers have traditionally
been reluctant to experiment. Mercedes and the academics decided to implement a definitive test.
In the North American market DaimlerChrysler simultaneously
introduced two models with identical specifications and performance but priced some $15,000 apart. The C320 Sports
Coupe and the CLK320 were placed before the American public in the showrooms of Mercedes dealers. Test controls were
scrupulously observed. Advertising budgets were identical. Test
vehicles were made available to the automotive press in identical quantities. Production engineers insured that the value of
component parts out of which both vehicles were produced was
exactly equal. The same stylists created both designs and response groups determined that there was no appreciable difference in public perception of the vehicles exteriors.
Now the results are in. The scholarly treatises are being readied
for publication. The answer is unequivocal. Automobile buyers
prefer to pay more for the same product. The sales of the more
costly CLK320 have surpassed the sales of the more modestly
priced C320 Sports Coupe. Inverse price sensitivity is a real
phenomenon of the marketplace. The more you charge the more
people will clamor for your product.
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The next exciting academic experiment to watch is taking place
in the field of political science. An electorate will be given the
chance to choose between two identical candidates. Two New
Englanders, born within 50 miles of one another; prep school
graduates; Yale men; members of Skull & Bones; life long politicians with sterling connections; multi-millionaires; both supported an invasion of Iraq. This test is in order to determine the
public reaction to an acquired Texas accent.
John Kuhn Bleimaier

From June Jamboree:
Fred Perry and Tee Heer from
MBUSA admire a classic Star,
While below, two beautiful vintage SLs bask in the Saturday
sun.

June 2004
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TRACK DAZE:
THOUGHTS OF A MERCEDES ENTHUSIAST

DETAILING CLINIC JULY 18

Many of you members reading this will agree detailing your car is a
closely involved, intimate labor of love. There’s nothing quite like
by Greg Calabro
the joy that comes from bringing your car’s appearance to its best.
I know that look you get in your eyes when I talk And nothing like the stress that comes from discovering a new faded
about driving my beautiful Mercedes Benz at the spot, scratch, stain (or worse, a dent) on your paint while you work.
track. The look goes from incredulous disbelief to
glazing over as I describe the events; this time I am If you’re like me, you probably also attend shows where you see
talking about Starfest 2004 in Mansfield, Ohio. Time gleaming cars with much higher mileage than your own that have
trials (track), autocross (low-moderate speed pylon better looking paint, plastic and rubber than yours does. Inspired (or
course), and acceleration run (better known as a drag frustrated) by this, you set out with increased determination to tackle
race). But wait, there's more! Defensive Driving those detailing issues on your own car. But the results still elude.
courses, concourse, road rallye, and social events -- It was these sentiments that prompted fellow club member Mike
where you receive the event trophies!
Perrino, proprietor of Beverly Hills Auto Resort, to open his shop
for a free detailing clinic and advice session to Mercedes club memUnder the tutelage of instructors at events like Star- bers on July 18th. Specializing in exterior / interior automotive defest, Tri-O-Rama, and local section autocross/ tailing, paintless dent removal and in-car stereo and navigation sysdefensive driving schools you have the rare opportu- tems, Beverly Hills is located in Basking Ridge and employs 4 fullnity to increase your driving skills and learn more time technicians that have tackled everything from classic cars to
about the handling capabilities of your Benz that you Japanese imports to concours-level Hummers and Bentleys.
would not otherwise be able to enjoy on the street.
“Using the right amount of the right cleaning agents can make all
the difference between a full day of hard labor or a few hours of
If you are like hundreds of MBCA members, then you
easy results”, said Perrino as he demonstrated grime removal and
know what I am talking about -- if you are like the
leather seat preservation on a member’s Volkswagen Passat. “The
many members that merely enjoy reading articles
easiest mistakes to make cleaning interiors are using too much of
about the events in The Star magazine, then you do
harsh solutions, and waiting too long before removing them”, he
not know what you are missing. All you can do is read
added. I recalled the old shop wisdom that states if you’re breaking
the articles and look at the pictures.
a sweat with minimal results, you’re using the wrong tool or the
wrong method.
Last year I organized the Mid-Atlantic Defensive Driving School and Mini-Autocross sponsored by the Tips for removing dead paint, minimizing visibility of paint
North New Jersey Section. The event was the first of scratches, and the art and science of dent removal were covered.
its kind in more than ten years. We had many new- Members also enjoyed an informative talk and demonstration of
comers to the event -- you should have seen the grin state-of-the-art speakers, equalizers with acoustic balancing distance
on the faces of the novice participants -- it was from delay, and satellite radio and navigation equipment and technology.
ear to ear. Some members where driving AMG's to Working in the automotive repair field myself, I still found I took
quite a bit of new knowledge home.
the limit for the very first time!
LETS DRIVE!
Have I peeked your interest? Are you considering
picking up the proverbial gauntlet that I have thrown
to your feet? By the time you read this Starfest will be
a pleasant memory, but, the season is not over. JOIN
ME for a day of performance driving at Limerock Park
in Lakewood, CT on November 5, 2004. The event is
run by Sports Car Driving Association LLC. I will be
there with my 16 valve. Doug Ochwat of NNJS will
also be there with either his Euro 16 valve or his
C320 coupe (6 speed manual).

Our club wishes to thank Mike, his shop manager Tim, and other
technicians on hand for taking their own time on a Sunday to share
hard-learned tricks of the trade. I’ve known Mike personally for
years and will vouch that he is a true gentleman who always puts
customers first, and never hesitates to take extra time to help someone figure out a solution to a problem. If you missed the clinic but
have detailing or electronics concerns, Beverly Hills can be reached
at 908-766-7115.
- Sean Conner

As a follow up to the July meeting, Beverly Hills Auto Resort
owner/operator Michael Perrino has announced a special incentive
graduated discount offer to Club Members, family, and friends for
dent removal. In essence, the more panels we present for dent removal, the higher the discount. Normal price is $125 per first panel
For more information go to www.scda1.com Hurry, and $95 for second and beyond panel. If the Club gathers 10 panels
because SCDA events sell out quickly. Want to talk to or more, we will be entitled to a 10% discount. Twenty (20) panels
me? Write me at www.gcal842938@aol.com or tele- earns us a 20% off discount. "Dents" are to be considered normal
phone 201-871-9792.
dimples from light impact; hail damage and other defects will be
treated as specail issues. The prices quoted are for 1-2 small size
- Greg Calabro
dents in any given panel and Mr. Perrino will gladly consult or anMystic Mocha 2004 SL500
swer further questions any one may have. To participate in the DentBlue Baron 1998 CLK320
Fest Group, email Ellen Ruck, to sign up, and we’ll soon announce
Smokey 1986 190 2.3 Cosworth 16 valve
an appointment date.
- Ellen Ruck
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EDITORS’ JOURNAL
SHINING STAR GOES TO COURT
The prospect of being called to court is usually a dubious and
nerve-wracking tense moment for most individuals in normal
circumstances, but had a most unusual twist recently as the request was generated by the Classic Center of Mercedes-Benz

Did I forget to mention, tennis, anyone? Yes indeed, one of the
cars in my stable was being summoned to the tennis courts in
Newport, RI by Mercedes-Benz, a premium partner since 1996 in
the ATP tennis circuit. As the main sponsor of the Tennis Masters Series Tournaments, the gleaming chrome three-pointed signature star is the prominent feature at multiple glamorous cities
around the world, signaling a rare combination of excellence in
professional sports paired with world-class luxury German built
automobiles. There would be no appeals process in my mind after
receiving the initial telephone call from corporate headquarters
inviting one of my concours detailed SLs to participate in this
exciting event. I was given a few sketchy details of the event location, timing schedule, and promotion focus and requested to
present my car later that same week for fully insured, closed carrier professional transportation to the ATP location out of state.
I eagerly replied affirmative in short order, suitably honored to be
chosen for this special occasion, and knowing full well I'd be in
good hands keeping company with a small selection of convertibles also designated to travel from their own privately held collection to this prestigious celebration. Upon arrival on a gorgeous
bright July midsummer's day in my 1975 450 SL I call "Shining
Star", I was immediately ferried over to the corporate garage
where she would sleep overnight before the next morning's New
England outbound contract carrier haul. She joined a heady line
up of a breathtakingly perfect 1954 silver Gullwing, a sporty little
maroon 280SL, a more modern R-129 convertible, and a 2005 SL
65 AMG and took her place in the indoor parade queue, now representing five generations of legendary Mercedes-Benz sports
cars under one fine roof.
I came prepared to execute final detailing following my onehour-plus road trip, but was instead whisked away in a sleek limousine back home while a professional handler and detailer
looked after her upkeep, now a member of the hallowed tennis
fleet of drop-tops. I looked over my shoulder at her snuggled in
the exquisitely arranged and immaculate garage, and I was on my
way. The Classic Center Manager provided me with insurance
documents and a 24/7 cell phone, but I said I wouldn't worry, she
was in loving hands, and like a child off to summer camp, I secretly wished her a good time while away from home with relatives from other generations...

...Shining Star's road to fame, however, was a long and arduous
journey. I first laid eyes on her sad neglected chassis on a dark
October night in 1997 following a double shift swing cocktail
party I was catering. En route home, while discussing with Fred
his same day sighting of a pristine 1989 560SL he spotted and
yearned for, we debated which one to purchase. The decision
was made to spring for them both in a his-and-hers double purchase, whereas I would agree to undertake a restoration as
needed on the aging former beauty finished in Heller (Light)
Ivory, indeed a very classic mid seventies color.
Within a day I returned to test drive and examine the roadster,
and I must admit, it was my first experience at motoring in one
and I was impressed. I did notice several issues and discrepancies, but at the price granted, it was take it or leave it, and five
callers were holding on the line if I failed to seal the deal. I
vowed to return the next day with a certified check for its purchase and transfer of title. I should have brought a paper bag
with me after purchase, to cover my head in shame, for after
the car became mine, I could barely get it home. It balked, it
bucked, and with a shake, rattle, and roll hardly sufficient to
climb a mild grade, an antique Jaguar passed me and blew the
horn at me demanding I give way and get out of the way!
Entirely embarrassed and disappointed, we realized we could
either sell it the very next day to any of those five eager callers
and be done with heartache, or remain upbeat and stalwart, and
aim to restore it as we'd planned. We would do this piecemeal
over two years, realizing Rome wasn't built in a day, and neither could this worn, tired vehicle be revived instantaneously.
However, things were much worse than we originally thought
once we undertook restoration. Removing the rear seat board,
we found sufficient standing stagnant water captured in the
twin body pans to wash a load of dinner dishes.
Rust had eaten away and etched the trunk panels, too, and the
seats could best be described as totally saggy and rotten to the
core. The carpet extant felt a texture somewhat shy of sandpaper, and the engine sought trigger points and much work. The
only decent item seemed to be the nicely appointed and uncracked black contrast dashboard and steering wheel. Mulling
over the findings at hand, we decided to execute a slow and
steady ultimate restoration, sacrificing nothing but the very
best, with the decision to upgrade where possible and not hold
back.
We would only do this exercise in restoration once, and every
part from the replacement floor pans which looked like sledding tins to the tiniest screw all bore the Mercedes-Benz logo.
The rust was cut out down to the center frame by a skilled
Chrysler mechanic and welder working from home at a family
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friend's home workshop garage in the Nutmeg State of Connecticut, and I visited my car driving up every Friday night to see the
works in progress. Every part and problem was explained to me
and I had the pleasure of touching every replacement part in the
palm of my hand before installation. The wheels were removed
for refinishing, new tires, brakes, rotors, and undercarriage
Schutz coating while the seats were stripped out and with the
carpet, fed to the Dumpster. At this point, the car looked like
Fred Flintstone's mobile with a plastic milk crate for a driver's
seat and open floor pans. Yabba Dabba Doo!
But we made steady progress over the long winter including
painting, spent some serious cash,, and with the first peep of the
leaves on the April trees, Shining Star's restored chassis was
ready for interior fitment. I remember the day we left the twin
roadster seats for refurbishment. Sitting on the floor of the
leather shop solo and unearthed from the car, they looked like
two sorry old bus seats. Two weeks and two thousand dollars
later, they were returned covered in the most luscious full OEM
Bamboo leather with fresh horsehair pads and new inner springs
and were a joyous treat indeed as I inhaled the full scent of top
grain hand picked pure cowhide.
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International Vehicle Appraisers Network

John Kefalonitis
Certified Appraiser

(908)459-4201
Fax: (908)459-9868

www.i-van.org
bjspecialties@accessgate.net

2 La Barre Road, Blairstown, NJ 07825

WE NEED YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS
If you have not received NNJS notifications via email, or
if you have recently changed your email address —–
Please send your email address to
vjcristiano@msn.com

From there, Shining Star was invited to Becker NA HQ, the premium location for MBz stereo installation. She was fitted with a
stealth totally hidden CD system in her glove compartment, a
new amplifier and speaker system that rocks the block without
distortion, in a neat, concise, and rare removable burl walnut
face plate. The dedicated engineers there even brought power

From left: Stan Smith, Ken Rosewall, Guillermo Vilas, Virginia
Wade, Margaret Court, and 2004 Hall of Fame Inductee, Stefan
Edberg, posed with all five generations of Mercedes-Benz SLs.

tools from home to create a fresh new seat board to house and ATP Foundation Cup preceding the formal induction ceremohold her new hidden stereo components under velvety new plush nies for Stefan Edberg, Steffi Graf, and Dodo Cheney. Later
Palomino carpeting, should I wish to drive my SL barefoot!
that evening, Shining Star joined them at the acclaimed and
The crowning glory was a rich chocolate brown Happich soft historical Breakers Mansion on Mansion Row in Newport, RI
top, now creating a stunning soft combo of delicious colors not for a glittering $1000 per person Black Tie Jubilee Celebration
honoring 50 years of the legendary SL. Although I couldn't be
unlike a bakery's classic éclair confection.
there, after the car's safe return directly to my driveway followAnd so this fully restored 450SL now took her proud place next ing the close of the event, I was amply rewarded with a custom
to the 2005 SL65 AMG with 604 HP at ATP! Rain delayed the CD containing private photographs of the promotional shoot at
start of the opening play by over four hours forcing the post- the mansion taken in the early morning sun, which I shall long
ponement of the first round of matches. During the week-long cherish as a very special souvenir of this worthy sports event.
event, the four living legends of Andre Agassi, Rod Laver, John To learn more about ATP and Mercedes-Benz involvement,
McEnroe , and Tony Roche united for the inaugural ATP Foun- please go to website:
- Ellen D. Ruck
dation Cup, where 4,652 fans delighted in viewing a victory
match which raised more than $50,000 to benefit the International Tennis Hall of Fame.
Lines snaked around the block during the games as patrons http://www.atptennis.com/en/newsandscores/news/2004/newport_fame.asp
elbowed their way to their ticketed seats, and ended with the photo: http://www.atptennis.com/en/media/insiderpics/2004/halloffame.jpg
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STARFEST 2004
NATIONAL MBCA CONVENTION

German Driving / German Dining
The Rallye in May by Joe Grattan
On a gorgeous afternoon in May twelve cars were poised to take
off for a fun rallye through picturesque Sussex County. The instructions to the driver and navigators took about 15 minutes and
then the teams plotted their routes. The first team left after 15
minutes, the last left at 1 PM, fully 45 minutes of planning. Perfect mileage would be just under 45 miles.
Nora Ochwat secured the signatures on the traditional release
form necessary for all MBCA driving events from all of the participants. There were 18 locations highlighted on the maps with
questions about each one. A few additional questions of general
interest brought the total to 26.

( A preview of next edition’s Editor’s Journal)

Starfest 2004, the national biannual Mercedes-Benz Club of
America convention, was held July 31-August 4th in Mansfield,
Ohio and hosted by the Western Reserve Stars section. This
much anticipated event, sponsored by Pirelli Tires, brought forth
more than 100 cars, from all corners of the USA.

Attendees and familiar faces from NNJS, SJS, and GWS included: Greg and Brenda Calabro, Doug and Nora Ochwat,
John Bleimaier, Ellen Ruck, Fred Perry, Bob and Joan Donnelly,
Joe Grattan , Agnes Penque, Bob Platz, Harrison Platz, Joe
Wozney, Nancy and Werner Fehlauer, and Bill and Debbie ReThere was no time restriction. Correct answers and total mileage pass. Also attending was Regional Director, Robby Ackerman
driven would be the criteria for success. The cars started return- and wife Susan. Ed Ebel and his family, representing Becker
ing about 2:45 PM with most back by 3:15 PM. Much to the NA, also enjoyed the fun and festivities.
relief of the rallye masters, Joe Grattan and Doug Ochwat, there
were smiles on faces as drivers got out of the cars. People were In the Concours event on Sunday August 1st multiple trophies
were captured by the NNJS and SJS team:
happy and pleased to have been part of a fun afternoon. There
Show Class:
are no divorces pending between driver and navigator because
of the rallye. After the returning mileage was taken and answers Bob Platz SL Class 1969 280SL First Place
analyzed we all went in to the Black Forest Inn for a great meal
Street Class:
and to swap stories about the day.
Harrison Platz Class 4 190/300 SL - 1959 190SL First Place
The results: With 12 cars and 26 questions there were a possible Ellen D. Ruck Class 8 W-201 - 1988 190E 2.6 First Place
Class 16 W-107 - 1989 560SL First Place
total of 312 questions. Averaging all of the answers from all of Fred Perry
Greg Calabro Class 8 W-201 - 1986 190E 16V Second Place
the cars 85% of the questions were answered correctly.
Agnes Penque recorded the mileage of the participating cars. Bob Donnelly Class 11 R-129 - 1997 500SL AE Third Place
Class 16 W-107 - 1989 560SL Third Place
Mileage was the tiebreaker in the event multiple teams had the Joe Grattan
same number of correct answers, which was the case. There was In the Driving Events on Mon - Wed Aug 2nd-4th our section
only one clear winner, with 25 correct answers but there was a was equally strong in their respective vehicle class:
three way tie, 24 correct, for 2nd and a four way tie, 23 correct,
Greg Calabro: Class 3 1986 190E 16V
for 3rd. The average miles driven by all 12 cars was 55.6 miles.
First Place in Acceleration
Prizes were awarded for all three 2nd place and all four 3rd
First Place in Time Trials
place cars. The prizes for the winners were all selected by the
Second Place in Autocross
navigators from the Mercedes Benz gift catalogue and included
John Bleimaier: Class 5 2002 C230K
a red leather cosmetic bag, golf shirts, windbreakers, an umFirst Place in Autocross
brella, a pen, ladies tees, a tire care kit and other logoed items.
Third
Place in Time Trials
In addition each navigator and driver received a Mercedes Lapel
Third
Place
in Acceleration
pin as a participation award.
Doug Ochwat: Class 7 1999 E320 4M
Doug Ochwat donated two beautiful 1/18 scale model cars. He
Second Place in Autocross
awarded one to the car with the fewest correct answers. Nick
Third
Place in Time Trials
and Barbara Ford with 19 correct and the other to the car with
and
with
Nora
Ochwat
- Third Place in Road Rally
the most miles driven - Roger and Debby Egolf with 79.2 miles.
The clear winner with 25 correct answers and the fewest miles
driven, 47.5, was Kenny Spingarn and Valerie & Joe Cristiano.
Tied for 2nd with 24 correct:
Christopher Pozarycki and Darin Museo, 50.0 miles
Pat and Joe Mignon, 50.2 miles
John Bleimeier, Marina and Papa Pushkareva, 57.8 miles
Tied for 3rd with 23 correct
Steve Rose and Julie Levine, 48.8 miles
Jim and Francine Neufell, 50.1 miles
John and Barbara Kefalonitis, 50.2 miles
Brenda and Greg Calabro, 61.7 miles
Overall, it was a great day to be riding in the country.

-JG

Bob Donnelly: Class 37B 1997 SL500 AE
Fourth Place in Acceleration
At the Starfest
2004 Concours:
Joe Grattan and
Agnes Penque in a
sparkling
1989 560 SL

More details and info
the next issue of Star Tracks !!!
- Ellen D. Ruck

i n
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DEUTSCHE MARQUE CONCOURS
TPC AVENEL
The leaf peeper season of early May that usually spawns the
triple treat of Deutsche Marque Concours was held this year on
a brilliant, hot summery July 17th date due to rescheduling of
earlier rain threat. This time around, we were endowed with
generous heat rays and sunshine aplenty on the luscious
grounds of TPC Avenel in Potomac, MD surrounded by stately
brick multi-million dollar homes of southern style hospitality
on a rolling verdant golf course. Joining us this year for the
first time were the Audi Club of North America (ACNA), although not strong in numbers, diverse in showmanship and
attendance. Early morning arrival witnessed tidy lines of proud
German automobiles filing in en masse and sorted by Marque
onto the concourse.
Driving in from New Jersey that morning were Valerie and Joe
Cristiano in a black SEC, and, locally/long distance as well
Fred Perry in his signature arctic white SL and Ellen Ruck in
her screaming red 190E 2.6. We spotted frequent attendee
Keith Morgan from Maine, our friends Joe Wozney and fine
gang from the Host Section of GWS, and Lou Olsen, dual
NNJS/GWS member. The day remained glorious all afternoon
long with much mingling amongst Marque members as we
admired the offerings and voted for our popular favorites, before enjoying al fresco refreshments at the trophy ceremony.
Scoring high awards for the Garden State sedans were First
Place (Ellen Ruck ‘88 190E 2.6 RedStar) , Second Place (John
Krahulec ‘04 E55 AMG), and Third Place (Lou Olsen ‘01
E430 CapriStar). John's car was 4 months old and he recently
decided to open it up and feel the power of such an awesome
sports sedan!

Ellen Ruck and
Lou Olsen display
some hard earn
trophies from DMC
Avenel.

GWS puts on a fine show for its 1600 person membership and
we encourage you to attend this event and all others offered
throughout your region for maximum enjoyment of your classic or new Star and to make lasting acquaintances. We met a
skydiving/SL-driving couple, saw a 300SL team we'd met a
few years earlier, and numerous other jovial Mercedes-Benz
folks all in it for the sportsmanship.....we'd like to see you, too!
---Ellen D. Ruck

MOVING: Send Address Changes
to: MBCA
1907 LeLaray Street
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
or call 1-800-637-2360
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UNDER THE HOOD STAR
This month lets talk about your fuel pump, a hard working device that pumps thousands of gallons of gasoline to your engines combustion chamber, which is burned and pushed out
through the tail pipe in an invisible vapor.
Fuel pumps on early cars were just a diaphragm type pump like
a fireplace starter air bellow would work. These would run off
the engine camshaft to pump fuel to the carburetor (remember
those) with a pressure of about 3 psi.

19 E. HENRY STREET

BASKING RIDGE

NJ

07920

This is all that was needed. Then came fuel injection, higher
fuel pressures and electric fuel pumps with developed pressures
of 50 psi or more. These were mounted on the rear of a Mercedes by the rear axel shaft and rear differential ,were easy to
replace and very reliable (Bosch).
Well now all that has
changed starting with the 98 ML320, the 2001 C Class, and the
2003 E-Class. These pumps are now inside the gas tank just
like American cars have been for years before. These pumps
are not as reliable and will need replacement after being in service for a while. They are more dangerous to replace due to
having to open up the top of the tank and exposing yourself to
gas fumes. This is also harder for the backyard mechanic due
to the problem of having requiring special MBz tools to do the
job. I’ll talk more about fuel pumps and relays that switch
them on next time.
Until Then,

Happy Mercedes motoring.
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Chester, NJ 07930-0146

UPCOMING NNJS 2004 EVENTS:
Sep 18 Mid-Atlantic Regional Picnic – Falkenhorst
(See p. 2-3)

FIRST CLASS MAIL

October TBA Caravan to Carlisle Car Show
Oct 16-17 Timonium Oktoberfest (See p. 3 bottom)
Dec 11 NNJS Holiday Party Fairmount Country Club
Please contact Valerie Cristiano, President, or the
Editor for permission to reprint information from this
publication.

Place Mailing Label Here

-David Veith.

